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applies to U. The series has cast iron engine blocks and aluminum cylinder heads. To make the
engine as short as possible, the cylinders are siamesed. The development of the series began in
the late s, when Toyota wanted to develop a completely new engine for the Toyota Tercel ,
successor of Toyota's K engine. The 1. It used Toyota's Turbulence Generating Pot TGP lean
combustion system to meet Japanese emissions standards at the time with only an oxidation
2-way catalyst. Using Toyota two-way catalyst. It also has higher compression ratio , and
reformulated combustion chambers to improve the fuel economy and emissions. All variants
used belt-driven SOHC eight-valve counter-flow cylinder heads with a single downdraft
carburetor. The 3A engine is the successor of Toyota's first A engine, the 1A. Twin carburetted
swirl-intake version with Toyota TTC-C catalytic converter, introduced in August along with a
facelift for the Tercel and its sister variants in Japan. Because of the swirl-intake, the sealing
surface between cylinder head and valve cover is different from other SOHC A-engines,
featuring vertical curves on the manifold side of the head. Thus, those parts are not
interchangeable between each other. The 4A was produced from through Fuel injection was
added. A narrow-valve It was manufactured between â€” Toyota designed this engine with fuel
economy in mind. The 4A-FE is basically the same as the 4A-F introduced in the 6th generation
of Corollas , the most apparent difference being the electronic fuel injection system as noted by
the E. The engine was succeeded by the 3ZZ-FE , a 1. There are three generations of this engine
and can be identified by the external shape of the engine. The first generation â€” featured a
plate on the head which read "16 valve EFI" and fuel injectors in the head. The second
generation had a higher profile cam design in the head, a cam cover with ribs throughout its
length, and fuel injectors in the intake manifold runners. Mechanically, the late-model engines
received MAP load sensing and redesigned pistons, intake ports, and intake manifold. The
second generation engine was produced from â€” â€” in the US. The third generation â€” was
released exclusively for the Asian market Japan, Philippines, Pakistan, Thailand, Indonesia, and
Malaysia only. Although it is very similar to the second generation externally, it only has a slight
difference in the top section of the intake manifold and throttle body. Note: power and torque
specs for North America and Europe are from the â€” Corollas. Although both have the same
displacement and are DOHC, they were optimized for different uses. The first obvious difference
are the valves, the engine's intake and exhaust valves were placed The second is that it
employed a "slave cam system", the camshafts being geared together and driven off one
camshaft's sprocket both camshafts' sprockets on the G-Engine are rotated by the timing belt.
Some of the less directly visible differences were poorly shaped ports in the earlier versions, a
slow burning combustion chamber with heavily shrouded valves, less aggressive camshaft
profiles, ports of a small cross sectional area, a very restrictive intake manifold with long
runners joined to a small displacement plenum and other changes. Even though the valve angle
is closer to what is considered in some racing circles [ who? This engine design improves fuel
efficiency and torque, but compromises power. Same as the first generation 4A-FE, only more
aggressive tune for more output. Called an EFI-S engine. New performance parts are still
available for sale even today because of its strong fan base. Production of the various models
of this version lasted for five generations, from May through for valve versions and the valve
4A-GE lasting through The use of a vane-type air flow meter AFM , which restricted air flow
slightly but produced cleaner emissions that conformed to the U. Nonetheless, Japanese cars
tested no faster than their American counterparts despite their higher power rating and a lower
curb weight. The first generation 4A-GE is nicknamed the "bigport" engine because it had intake
ports of a very large cross-sectional area. While the port cross-section was suitable for a very
highly modified engine at very high engine speeds, it caused a considerable drop in low-end
torque due to the decreased air speeds at those rpms. The effect is that at lower rpm when the
airspeed would normally be slow four of the eight runners are closed, which forces the engine
to draw in all its air through half the runners in the manifold. This not only raises the airspeed

which causes better cylinder filling, but due to the asymmetrical airflow a swirl is created in the
combustion chamber, meaning better fuel atomization. This enabled the torque curve to still be
intact at lower engine speeds, allowing for better performance across the entire speed band and
a broad, flat torque curve around the crossover point. Production of the first-generation engine
model lasted through The first- and second-generation engines are very popular with racers and
tuners because of their availability, ease of modification, simple design, and lightness. The
third-generation appeared in and was in production until This engine has the silver cam covers
with the words only written in red, hence the nickname "red top". Toyota increased the
compression ratio from 9. To correct the air-speed problems of the earlier generations, the
intake ports in this cylinder head were re-designed to have a smaller cross-section, and hence it
has been nicknamed the "smallport" head. This change in the intake ports negated the need for
the earlier twin-runner intake manifold and it was replaced with a single-runner manifold.
Additional engine modifications to extend life and reliability included under-piston cooling oil
squirters, thicker connecting rods and other components. Other internal revisions were made to
the pistons. They were slightly modified to make space for the under-piston cooling oil squirters
found in this engine version. In addition to this, the piston ring size were changed to 1. The
AW11 MR2 continued use of the engine as a rear mid-engine, rear-wheel-drive layout ,
transversely-mounted midship. The engine was retired from North American Corollas in ,
although it continued to be available in the Geo Prizm GSi sold through Chevrolet dealerships
from to All 4A-GE engines including the valve versions below feature a forged crankshaft rather
than a cheaper and more commonly used cast version. Clarification: In the U. The 4A-GE
engines for the model year are referred to as "blue top" as opposed to the later "red top"
engines, because the paint color on the valve covers is different, to show the different engine
revision, using different port sizes, different airflow metering, and other minor differences on
the engine. In other markets, other designations were used. Much confusion exists, even among
dealers, as to which models contained what equipment, especially since Toyota split the Corolla
line into both RWD and FWD versions, and the GT-S designation was only well known as a
Celica version at that time. The fourth-generation 4A-GE engine was produced from to It has
silver cam covers with chrome lettering, hence the nickname "silver top". This engine yet again
features a completely new cylinder head which uses five valves per cylinder instead of four. The
previous valve head used a sharply curved intake port, while the valve engine used a very
upright straight port. The fifth-generation 4A-GE engine produced from to is the final version of
the 4A-GE engine and has black cam covers. This engine is commonly known as the "black top"
due to the color of the valve cover, and yet again features an even higher compression ratio
Additionally, the black top had a lighter flywheel, a larger plenum, lighter connecting rods and
revised rubber velocity stacks, and was also offered in with a six-speed C transaxle. The
'Blacktop' has become a favorite among enthusiasts and is used as an easy power upgrade for
the early Toyota Corolla models, especially for use in the drift scene. Toyota's valve power
figures are sometimes believed to be inflated, however this is more than likely caused by people
using less than RON fuel which both valve engines require. Although fitted with upgraded
pistons, they still had the same ports, valve timing, and head gasket as the naturally aspirated
4A-GE engine, although T-VIS was omitted. In it was updated with the "smallport" cylinder head,
8. The 4A-GZE is also popular for turbo conversions, as many parts do not need to be modified
to support the extra boost. Due to its durability, performance and relatively low cost, 4A-GE and
4A-GZE engines and their derivatives have been popular for both professional and amateur
racing since their introduction. Both used a cylinder bore and stroke of Both had 4 valves per
cylinder with DOHC heads and used the narrow Same as the first generation 5A-FE, only more
aggressive tune for more output. The engine was also used in some â€” Celicas 6th generation
at the base ST trim level, as well as the Toyota Corolla's clone, the Geo Prizm. It appears in the
8th generation Corolla AE Only Corolla Sportivos were built. Toyota never made a wide-valve
angle "7A-GE" based on the 7A, but many enthusiasts have created one using a combination of
7A-FE parts block and crank , 4A-GE parts head, pistons and custom connecting rods. The
'7A-FE' has a smaller crank journal, and smaller wrist pins press fit so a few companies have
made special rods to accommodate these builds. It uses the same cylinder bore of
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cyl. Carburetor, EFI. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota A engines. The Toyota
Corolla saw a few changes for All Corollas got a new audio system, and the DX sedan got new
upholstery. The 1. The Toyota Corolla was available as a wagon and a sedan. The base engine
was a four-cylinder, 1. Fuel economy, depending on the engine and transmission, was about
mpg. Drivers of the Toyota Corolla like it for its reliability and fuel efficiency. Not many owners
buy the Corolla for its looks, which is often described as bland and conservative. While these
cars do not often head to the repair shop, when they do, owners find that parts can be
expensive to replace. I have been using Premium gas in my Corolla and getting about 35 mpg
on the highway. I don't have the owner's manual so I don't know what the manufacturer's
recommended fuel type is. Can I chan I own toyota corolla 95 Automatic with kilometers on it. I
have changed transmission fluid recently and ever since then the problem started. Ocassionally
the car dosent shift into first or rev Is it possible that my Corolla has ABS in the front but not the
rear? I have a corolla that will crank over but won't fire up start. I get fuel, spark, and sometimes
it sound as if it wants to catch br Average user score. Based on 43 reviews. I Named Her Torolla
by Mariusz. Best Car I've Ever Bought! Updated Sep 12, by Anonymous. What's your take on the
Toyota Corolla? Have you driven a Toyota Corolla? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Toyota
Corolla. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Toyota Corolla
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for
Sale. Compare Toyota Corolla to Related Models. Select Year The engine idles fine but stumbles
when I try to accelerate. Once I accelerate past 2. There are no engines code, no obvious
vacume leaks though I've not tested with gage. Recently replaced the following: timining belt,
spark plugs and wires, distubtor and rotor, PCV, water pump, belts, and vavle cover gasket. Any
comments, suggestion are greatly appreciated! Do you. Start by measuring fuel pressure with
mechanical gauge, if OK the I would suspect a low RPM problem in the ignitor ignition module.
Did new distributor come with ignitor, or did you use old one? Was this answer. I installed a
new rotor ignitor? Along with the distibutor cap. I'll have to get a gage for the fuel pressure.
This problem in past was always solved by replacing plugs, wires, ect. So I'm thinking
something in the ignition process as well, or perhaps timing. BTW, The idle does miss-fire
slightly once the engine is warmed up, again no problem when it is cold. The igntor is inside the
dist. Sometimes called an ignition module. Some autoparts stores can test them. The miss
could also be caused by a vacuum leak. Please login or register to post a reply. Step by step
guide on how to repair an engine hesitation when the throttle is depressed, this information
pertains to all internal combustion engines. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!
Toyota Corolla is an extra popular compact car, which has been produced since It became
popular so much, that Corolla got into the Guinness Book of Records as the model, that was
sold best of all in the world. While Toyota Corolla was produced, a lot of different models were
developed on its base. Considering all these facts and also the years history of the model, there
has been the great variety of engines for Corolla. For inexpensive modifications the simple 1.
The sport models were supplied with the naturally aspirated 4A-GE, supercharged 2ZZ and
other engines. WikiMotors will help you finding answers as to what Toyota Corolla engine is
better and worth being purchased. Exactly here you will see the specs of all the engine models,
their types, modifications, power, recommended oil, its capacity, malfunctions noise, overheat
and repair, reliability, life expectancy and consumption, performance tuning, upgrades and
necessary performance parts, and a lot of other things. Toyota Corolla D 73 HP â€” 2. Toyota
Corolla HP â€” 1. Mitsubishi 4G63T. Mitsubishi 4G Honda K20A K20C. Honda K24A K24Z.
Toyota 2UZ. Honda J Toyota 5A. BMW S Toyota 2ZR. Search for:. Recent Posts Popular Posts. A
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